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Global Macro Special:  Precious Metals  

 

HI HO, Silver … Away !!!  

 

Consider a one-dimensional perspective, with the full understanding that this is NOT a one-dimensional 

situation, and that there are MANY other factors …  

 

… consider the June US Budget data, and the following two facts as they pertain to the 2020 nine-month 

Fiscal Year-to-Date numbers:  

 

Government Securities Outstanding … up +$3.781 trillion  

 

Means of Financing, Borrowing From the Public … $3.724 trillion  

 

Government Debt Securities Held by the Public … up +$3.721 trillion  

 

WOW, talk about a PONZI scheme !!!!!  

 

We print money, and then borrow it from ourselves … credit creation on steroids !!!  

 

THIS is WHY the Precious Metals sector is now “Bullishly Stacked” !!! See what I mean in today’s special 

WeldonLIVE look at Silver and Gold, Gold and Silver, not to mention Platinum and Palladium !!!  

 



At $4.266 trillion as of yesterday’s close of business, the total of US Treasury securities held 
outright by the Federal Reserve Bank  has risen by +$3.476 trillion from its pre-2008/09 crisis high 
of $0.798 trillion, posted in August of 2007 ….  
 
… which is LESS than the $3.791 trillion in NEW US Treasury securities issued by the US Treasury 
during the last six-months !!!  
 
In other words, the amount of US Public debt monetized by the Central Bank in the last six-months is 
GREATER than the TOTAL accumulated monetized debt from 2008 thru 2014, in QE-I, QE-II, and 
QE-III, combined !!! 
 
In other words, DOUBLED !!! 
 
So, from our one-dimensional perspective we COULD suggest that the pricing power of the US currency 
was just HALVED …  
 
… and thus, we could go further to suggest that Commodity prices should DOUBLE.  
 
Sure, that seems extreme, and yes, there is a TON of math I could use to debate this point, to 
defeat. But this exercise offers BIG PICTURE PERSPECTIVE as to the POSSIBILITIES of a fast and 
furious depreciation in the USDX, and major bull market in Commodities  





 
Long August Gold Futures 

Hard-Stop-Loss @ $1791.0 
 
 

Long September Silver Futures  
Hard-Stop-Loss @ $19.36  

 
 
 
 
 
 



Over the last five-days thru the close 
today (Thursday) Silver Mining is THE 
LEADING performing industry-sector  
in the ENTIRE US equity market !!!  
 
Silver Mining … 1st  
 
Non-Ferrous, such as Copper … 2nd  
 
Precious Metals Jewelry … 3rd  
 
Gold Mining … 5th   



Over the last month Silver Mining is THE 
LEADING performing industry-sector in 
the ENTIRE US equity market !!!  
 
Silver Mining … 1st  
 
Non-Ferrous, such as Copper … 4th   
 
Precious Metals Jewelry … 3rd  
 
Gold Mining … 12th   



Over the last month Silver Mining is THE 
2nd LEADING performing industry-sector 
in the ENTIRE US equity market !!!  
 
Silver Mining … 2nd  
 
Non-Ferrous, such as Copper … 6th   
 
Precious Metals Jewelry … 3rd  
 
Gold Mining … 8th   



Ranked by best 52-week return … the top Silver mining shares !!! 



Ranked by best 52-week return, the Gold 
mining shares … starting with one of our 
faves, DRD … along with recently added 
Gold Fields and Northern Dynasty, not to 
mention long-time holdings Kinross and 
Yamana …  
 
… among others !!!  



The catalyst … the USDX is 
finally cracking under the 
weight of $3.7 trillion in new 
US Treasury debt, and the 
prospect of a few trillion MORE 
coming down the pipeline !!!  
 
The USDX is on the verge of 
violating the key long-term 
downside pivot at 94.65  



Clearly a close below 94.65 would 
constitute a MAJOR secular 
technical breakdown, one that would 
target 88,00 and then 72.00 



All it will take from here is another 10% move down in the “Gold Adjusted Value” of the USDX for this measure of global 
monetary conditions to new RECORD LOWS, likely in sync with a push thru the 2011 record high in Gold, at $1920 



Indeed, the purchasing power of the USDX measured by how many it takes to buy an ounce of Gold has been in 
a vicious downtrend since peaking in mid-2018 … since then the USDX in Gold terms is down by nearly (-) 40% !!!  



 Silver has EXPLODED to the upside …  
… subsequently the long-term momentum 
indicators are only now ramping up into bullish 
territory … lock-and-load, this move is only 
just beginning, as there is a TON of Dollar-
depreciation yet to come !!!  



 Thinking about $35 Silver is NOT outrageous !!! 



 Silver is in the “sweet spot”, as it has 
broken out against, and is appreciating 
against most EVERY currency on the 
planet … including the Japanese Yen ……   



 … the Chinese Renminbi …  



 … the Canadian Dollar …  



 …… and the Eurocurrency !!! 



 After YEARS of being PUMMELED, replete 
with a PLUNGE to a THREE DECADE LOW, 
Silver is now breaking out versus Gold,  



 Silver is also breakout out on a long-term basis 
versus the CRB Index of Commodity prices 



 And last but far from least, Silver is 
now also breaking out on a long-term 
basis versus the US stock market (as 
defined by the S+P 500 Index) … and 
is doing so in a VERY convincing way, 
technically speaking !!!  



 BAM … 2-Year EXP-MA has turned higher, 
directionally speaking, and the Silver/S+P 500 
Ratio Spread has violated the 5-Year EXP-MA, 
in sync with a severe degree of Silver bullish 
momentum divergence in our proprietary 
Oscillator, and, a near-bullish realignment in the 
secular term Stochastic indicator  



And still, from a big-bigger-picture 
perspective, Silver remains near its 
HISTORIC LOW relative to the S+P 
500 Index … the last time this 
happened Silver’s nominal price soared 
from $4 to $50 (1999 to 2011) 



The USDX-price-adjusted “value” of 
Silver has also broken out on a long-term 
secular basis, with strong momentum and 
a solid underlying technical foundation !!!  



Our Silver Mining Shares are also EXPLODING to the 
upside, with the SIL Silver Mining Share ETF now into 
a FULL-BLOWN, long-term bullish mode as money 
POURS into the sector on the back of new highs in 
global debt ($262 trillion) and RECORD paper money 
printing by EVERY CENTRAL B 



 AND there’s MORE …  
… as I anticipated the SIL Silver Mining 
ETF continues to build long-term upside 
momentum relative to the price of Silver, 
a MOST BULLISH “tell” !!!  



Moreover, in terms of bull market 
“stacking”, the GDXJ Junior Gold Mining 
Share ETF is breaking out against and 
outperforming the price of Gold bullion 



 But that’s NOT ALL …  
… yes, there’s MORE on the MORE … as the SIL 
Silver Mining Share ETF is breaking out versus the 
GLD Gold Mining Share ETF (and is outperforming 
the Junior ETF, GDXJ, not shown) to complete the 
Precious Metals Grand Slam:  
 

1st Base - Silver Over Gold  
2nd Base - Silver SIL Over Silver  
Third Base - Gold GDX/GDXJ Over Gold  
Home Plate - Silver SIL Over Gold GDX/GDXJ 



 The breakout in the Silver miners versus the Gold miners is long-term in 
nature, technically speaking AND as per the monetary fundamentals … and 
THIS is the most bullish tell of all, we have a perfect alignment and with Gold 
and Silver appreciating in all currencies, in concert with a rotation of wealth out 
of equities and into Precious Metals, as a safety valve in response to the simple 
fact that every major (and most smaller) Central Bank is running FULL 
THROTTLE, ALL OUT on the printing of fresh paper money.  



 Reviewing our favorites as per the 
individual Silver mining shares … Silvercorp, 
visits double-digits on its way to $15 … on 
any pull-back $8 to $8.50 is a buy zone 



 First Majestic returns to 
majestic performance, in a 
full-blown long-term upside 
breakout mode !!!  



 This year’s stellar performer has been, and continues to be, MAG,  
with its breakout, replete with a violation of the $14 double-top 



 Above the double-top at 
$3.65, and gee, it turns out 
that Hecla WAS a buy below 
$2 - and - remains a buy 
below $4.50, with $8 in sight 



 Perennial SUPER STAR … Pan American takes 
FLIGHT, well on its way to $43, and beyond !!!  



 THE Gold Chart … long-term 
secular bull market breakout 
targeting $2670, or higher, 
over the next 24-36 months  



Our Physical Dealer “play” is working beautifully, amid 
RECORD DEMAND for Bars and Coins … A-Mark has 
now MORE than DOUBLED since we recommended it !!!  



What the WHAT ???  
Bitcoin for Weldon ???  
Yes, bullish on Bitcoin here,  
possible double, to $20,000 !!!  



Bitcoin is perched, poised, and 
bullishly positioned … a violation 
of $10,600 would be technically 
significant !!! Note the lower 
trading volume and upside 
breakout in On-Balance-Volume, 
portending an accumulation driven 
breakout and rally in the making !!  



 Bitcoin …  
… prepping to bust a move, a bullish move !!! 



Palladium … back in the game !!!   



Batting next … Platinum !!! 
A move above $1035 
would complete a MAJOR 
long-term upside 
breakout, and mandate 
long exposure, with a 
move that would target 
$1300 and then $1750 



 Picking up Platinum at a discount 
of nearly (-) $1000 to Gold is 
such a steal, as to beg the 
question, is it even legal ??? …  
… as it seems almost criminal !!!!  



 A “reverse” AND “inverted” Three 
Peaks and a Domed House pattern in the 
Platinum-Gold Spread … I would not 
want to be short Gold under ANY 
currently envisioned circumstance, but a 
move thru (-) $870 would significantly 
support the confidence behind any 
breakout in Platinum above $1035 



 

 

 

WeldonLIVE 
 

 

 

Greg Weldon’s Preferred Strategies 



 

Global-Macro  

 

It’s US  

 

Depreciation in Paper Currencies as Central Banks run out of 
monetary ammo, and fighting the next whiff of deflation will 
prove problematic … which means … more fiscal stimulus … 
possibly enough to derail the secular bond bull, and cause a 
flip-flop out of negative yields  
 

Gold … as a measure of the degree of deflation in the 
purchasing power of ALL PAPER currencies, THE sweet spot 
for Gold, Silver, and Mining Shares/ETF (see my list of “top 
picks”). Also ties into our first theme, in terms of looking for 
long positions in currencies other than the USD  
 
Solar Energy, straight up bullish on Solar, would add Wind 
if the technicals confirm, playing TAN and select individual 
names in the sector  

 

Greg Weldon’s Preferred Trading Strategies 
 

 “WeldonLIVE Portfolio  

Current Macro-Trading Themes  
 

 

Money Printing Blow Out in Bonds, Expecting a bearish 
reaction at some point in the not-too-distant future, post-
virus, in global Bond markets, with long-end yields likely to 
rise, particularly in countries with the worst Debt-GDP Ratios 
… in a move that will begin with upside breakouts and move 
towards “steepening trends” in global Yield Curves. Focus on 
Italy, Spain, the US, Australia, UK, Japan  
 
Gasoline … From spot futures at .7000 … to VLO, CVX, 
HES, and XOM … anything Gasoline is bullish from these 
overtly depressed price levels, given the wholesale 
disinvestment in the sector, and the dynamic involved in 
maintaining refineries 
 

Commodites … amid USDX depreciation I note several 
commodities with a bullish underlying fundamental supply-
demand dynamic, including but not limited to Cotton, 
Soybeans, Copper, Tin, Nickel, Orange Juice, Cocoa,  
Sugar, Lumber, Gasoline, Coffee  



 

Global-Macro  

 

It’s US  

 
 

Greg Weldon’s Preferred Trading Strategies 
 

 “The WeldonLIVE Portfolio”  

Open Positions  
 

 

Date Price % Price Hard

Initiated Initiated Change Stop-Loss

3/20/2019 100.535 Short December 2020 3-Month EUR Deposit Rate Short -0.080% 100.48

6/8/2020 151.55 Short September 10-Yr JGB Short 0.581% 152.51

5/26/2020 99.24 Short September Dollar Index Short -4.626% 96.46

Financials

Position Direction



 

Greg Weldon’s Preferred Trading Strategies 
 

 “The WeldonLIVE Portfolio”  

Open Positions  
 

 

Date Price % Price Hard

Initiated Initiated Change Stop-Loss

6/19/2020 17.980 Long September Silver Long 27.853% 17.450

6/19/2020 2.630 Long September Copper Long 11.730% 2.891

6/22/2020 1753.000 Long August Gold Long 7.815% 1837.894

7/6/2020 906.000 Long November Soybeans Long -0.662% 862.000

7/15/2020 1220.000 Long Rubusta Coffee Futures Long 10.656% 1170.000

 

Commodities

Position Direction



PZD – Clean Tech (Energy)  
 

XHB - Home Builders 
 

PKB - Building & Construction   
 

XLP - Consumer Staples 
 

EWT - Taiwan MSCI  
 

PIO – Water  
 

IXN - Global Tech  
 

IYW - Tech 

 

Greg Weldon’s Preferred Investment Strategies 
 

 Quantitative Analysis  

Top Bullish Trends – US Industry-Sector ETFs  
 

 



Nevada Copper - NCU  
 

AngloGold Ashanti - AU 
 

Kinross - KGC 
 

Sandstorm - SAND 
 

First Majestic - FR 
 

Sabina Silver - SBB 
 

Silvercorp - SVM 
 

Sibanye - SGBL 
 

Pan American - PAAS 

 

Greg Weldon’s Preferred Investment Strategies 
 

Precious Metals Mining Shares  

Greg’s Top Bullish Picks  
 

 



PLEASE NOTE: If you are not a professional trader you should absolutely consult with 

 a registered agent of a Futures Commission Merchant (FCM, the broker) before assuming 

ANY risk in these treacherous markets. 

  

Trading  is risky, and a risk‐management overlay is CRITICAL to the success of any trading 

campaign. We do NOT focus on “leverage’, as part of the all-important risk management 

dynamic, within the scope of this informational (only) forum. This is NOT to be construed  

as specific trading ‘advice’, as there is NO consideration for position size, leverage, margins, 

and particularly, each individual reader’s risk-of-ruin factors. 

  

The information contained herein is believed to be true, and has been secured from  

sources we believe to be reliable. However, Weldon Financial Publishing is NOT responsible 

for ANY errors, including typographical errors in printing or downloaded material. 
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